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Congratulations and WELCOME HOME! 
 
Thank you for choosing Bill Webb Homes.  We know you have several options when choosing 
a home, and we are honored that you have chosen us.  

 
Enclosed you will find important information about your new home, first steps to take before 
you move-in, information about the builder provided warranty, and how to properly maintain 
the systems in your home.   
 
A home is like an automobile; it requires care and maintenance from day one.  Many times, a 
minor adjustment or repair done immediately saves you a more serious and sometimes costly 
repair in the future.  By attentively caring for your home you can ensure your enjoyment for 
years to come.   
 
Read and follow the instructions in this guide, as well as follow the recommended service 
intervals recommended by systems manufacturers (e.g., appliances, HVAC, water heater, etc.).  
When in doubt, always follow the manufacturers maintenance recommendations.  There is also 
a variety of homeownership maintenance information that can be found online. 
 
 
 

Important First Steps 
 
 
(1) Transfer ALL utilities into your name effective the day escrow closes on your home: 
 

Pacific Gas and Electric: 800-743-5000 
California Water Service: 530-895-8486 

Waste Management: 530-893-0333 
 
 
(2) Transfer your mail to your new home address and ensure you have received your mailbox 
keys.  You can transfer your mail online by visiting the usps.com website directly. 
 
 
(3) Please review this guide and manual thoroughly.  This will help you stay current with the 
required maintenance home ownership requires. 
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Limited Warranty 
 

One Year Workmanship  
 
Bill Webb Homes is providing a One-year workmanship warranty from the Close of Escrow 
date.  This warrants that your home will be free from defects in materials, fit, finish and 
workmanship. 
 
10 year Structural 
 
Bill Webb Homes is providing a 10-year warranty from the Close of Escrow date on your home 
against structural defects.  
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Dusty Shoe Walkthrough 
 
After the framing, plumbing, electrical, and mechanical systems are roughed in—but prior to 
the installation of drywall—we will call you to schedule a Dusty Shoe Walkthrough.  Plan 
approximately 30 minutes to walk the construction site with the Job Superintendent.  The main 
purpose of this walkthrough is to confirm that all applicable selections have been installed per 
agreement.  Moving a cable line or electrical outlet is much easier to do before drywall is 
installed! 
 
This walkthrough is also important because it gives the Job Superintendent the ability to review 
warranty and service procedures with you, as well as an initial overview of the mechanical and 
HVAC systems. This walkthrough is one of the ways we ensure a smooth home building 
process for you!  We will also layout the estimate scope of completion for the home build so 
you can fine tune your move. 
 
At the conclusion of the walkthrough we will ask that you sign off on the selection sheets 
confirming the proper placement of all applicable systems.  Once signed off the drywall will be 
installed! 
 
 
Things to bring to the Dusty Shoe Walkthrough: 
 
(1) Closed toed sturdy shoes. 
(2) Any specific selections you have made. 
(3) Notepad and paper. 
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New Home Orientation 
 
 
Bill Webb Homes provides homebuyers with a one-year limited warranty covering the fit and 
finish of cabinets, mirrors, flooring, interior walls, exterior walls, countertops, paint finishes, and 
trim.   
 
5-7 days before the scheduled close of escrow date you will be contacted to setup a time for a 
New Home Orientation.  We will walk you through the major components of your home: water 
shutoffs, sprinkler system operation, appliances, etc.  However, take this time to ask questions 
of the Job Superintendent in order to learn all aspects of your home that are of particular 
interest to you.   
 
This is also your opportunity to make note of details requiring attention.  These items will be 
noted on the WALK THROUGH INSPECTION form.  We will arrange to have these problems 
corrected to industry standard and guidelines.  A second walk-through will be scheduled to 
verify all items have been corrected and addressed.  If approved, you will be asked to sign the 
Walk-through inspection form acknowledging these items have been corrected.  Escrow 
cannot close until all items are complete and you sign off the walk-through inspection form. 
 
After closing there is no clear way to tell if cosmetic damage was caused during the 
construction process or as a result of the moving process.   
 
Listed below are items that MUST be reported in writing at the time of your walk-through 
inspection. Failure to report the condition of any of the following items will deem them as non-
warranted items.  
 

• Scratches, or other defects of exterior stucco or siding. 
• Scratched and/or damaged flooring. 
• Scratches, smudges, or other defects of interior painted surfaces (cabinets, trim, doors 

and walls). 
• Broken or cracked window glass, mirrors, and/or tub/shower enclosures. 
• Damaged or missing window screens. 
• Damaged, chipped, or scratched countertop surfaces, bathroom accessories and 

fixtures, and appliances. 
• Damaged, chipped or scratched porcelain or ceramic tile.  
• Missing grout. 
• Smudges or scratches in cabinet surfaces or finish. 
• Cabinet door and/or drawer adjustments.  
• Damaged light fixtures. 
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Warranty Procedures - Service Requests after Close of Escrow 
 
 

We ask that you provide us a repair list “90 Days” after close of escrow and a repair list “1 
Year” after close of escrow.  It is very important you keep track of these timeframes.  You may 
submit lists within 30 days of their respective due date. All requests must have the following: 
 
(1) Name. 
(2) Address. 
(3) Preferred method of contact. 
(4) Description of the requested repair(s) and location. 
 
 
Please submit all warranty requests by email to Adam Pearce at adam@billwebbhomes.com. 
 
If you are unable to do so by email, you may submit your request by letter or by calling: 
 

Bill Webb Homes 
121 Yellowstone Dr 

Chico, Ca 95973 
(P) 530-891-3330 
(F) 877-585-7738 

 
Bill Webb Homes is open Monday-Friday from 9:00am-4:00pm excluding holidays. 
 
 
The 90 Day list are for minor defects that were not apparent during the New Home Orientation.  
The 90-Day list excludes: Any interior and exterior paint touch-up, as well as nicks and 
scratches on all interior and exterior finishes—these items have already been repaired.  The 90-
Day List is for limited warranty items such as: leaky faucets, loose doorknobs, caulking, 
weather stripping, and minor electrical repairs. 
 
The 1 Year List are additional items you discover that you would like us to investigate as 
warrantable items.  It excludes anything on the 90 day list.  The 1 Year List warranties: 
electrical and plumbing systems excluding light fixtures, heating and air conditioning, tile floor 
cracking, cracking in sheetrock, and excessive cracking in exterior stucco.   
 
Upon submission of the 90 Day List or 1 Year List, we will contact you within 7 days to 
schedule an appointment to inspect the item(s).  If the repairs are agreed to be covered under 
warranty, an appointment will be made with you for the subcontractor to make the required 
repairs.  Any agreed upon repairs will be performed during normal business hours.  Please 
make sure your home is available at the scheduled time. 
 
Once the 90 Day and 1 Year Warranty Lists have been created, and the resolutions to each 
have been accepted by all parties, we will not be responsible for subsequent damages.  There 
may be items discovered during the 90 day period that warrant fixing at the 12 Month 
timeframe.  For example, drywall repair that requires significant prep and paint touch up.  The 
decision to delay repair will be at the mutual agreement of buyer and builder. 
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The following items may be submitted for warranty repair at any time during the first year:  
Inoperative appliances, inoperative garage door opener, and a complete loss of heat or air 
conditioning.  
 
Manuals included with your home sale, but are not limited to: 
 
Kitchen Appliances 
HVAC System 
Water Heater 
Smoke Detectors 
CO Detectors 
Whole House Fan 
Landscape Irrigation System 
Fire Sprinkler System 
Garage Door Opener 
Lights and Ceiling Fans 
Fireplace 
Plumbing Fixtures 
 
 

Construction Performance Guidelines 
 
Bill Webb Homes takes pride in exceeding homebuilding industry guidelines whenever 
possible.  If a question arises, or it is not readily apparent, whether or not an item qualifies for 
repair under the Warranty Program, the guidelines found in the publication “Residential 
Construction Performance Guidelines 5th Edition, Contractor Reference”, will apply.  You may 
purchase a copy of this publication at www.builderbooks.com, or you may view a copy at our 
main office located at 121 Yellowstone Dr.  If an item is not covered in that publication, locally 
accepted homebuilding practices and guidelines will be used.   
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Warranty Procedures - Emergencies 
 
 

In the event of an emergency, please check any and all Homeowner’s Manuals for a possible 
solution.  If you find no solution you may call Bill Webb Homes at (530) 891-3330.  For 
emergencies AFTER HOURS you may call the appropriate subcontractor directly (a list 
has been included in this Guide).  If the subcontractor is not available, please contact a local 
company that can fix the problem and offers emergency service.  
 
The following conditions constitute an emergency requiring immediate attention.   
 
(1) Water leaks that require the water service company to shut off the main line to avoid 

serious damage to the home. 
(2) Electrical failure that may cause shock or possible fire. 
(3) Complete blockage of the sewer or septic system. 
(4) Loss of heating or cooling in extreme weather. 
 
Before an emergency service call is requested the homeowner shall do the following: 
 
(1) Take immediate action to minimize the damage as quickly as possible. 
(2) Consult the homes operation and maintenance manual for a solution. 
(3) Assess whether the problem can be fixed during normal business hours without further 

damage to the building.  If so please contact the builder the following day. 
 
Emergency items are still required to be submitted in writing to Bill Webb Homes. 
 

Non-Emergencies 
 

Examples of conditions which are not considered emergencies: 
 
(1) Drywall repair 
(2) Leaky faucet 
(3) Cracked tile 
(4) Plugged toilet 
(5) Loss of hot water 
(6) Broken sprinkler head 
(7) Electrical outlet(s) not working 
(8) Appliances 
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Subcontractor Phone List 
   
Appliances Ginno’s Appliance (530) 342-2182 
Concrete Sorenson Concrete (530) 894-8690 
Drywall Hardesty & Sons (530) 891-6561 
Electrical RCM Electric (530) 828-1948 
Fencing M&M Fencing (530) 342-1767 
Fire Sprinkler Foothill Fire Protection (530) 826-3013 
Flooring Towne Carpet (530) 343-0215 
Granite/Quartz Countertops Mac Stone (530) 518-7424 
Heating and Air Conditioning McClelland Air (530) 891-6205 
Landscaping Sunchasers (530) 894-3030 
Plumbing North State Plumbing (530) 828-1670 
Roofing Johnson Roofing (530) 894-5507 
Stucco Miller Plastering (530) 520-0304 
Tile Jackson Tile (530) 566-1615 
Windows Norcal Window and Door (530) 345-5266 
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Maintenance Recommendation and Guidelines 
 
Landscaping: Your landscaping system is controlled by an automated control clock located in 
the garage.  It is recommended for the homeowner to read and understand how each system 
component works.   
 

Recommendations: Initially, when grass (sod) is laid your sprinklers will water several 
times a day.  After the lawn is established, usually 2 weeks after the sod has been laid, 
the water may be cut to a single watering per day.  Please ask the job superintendent 
during your final walkthrough when your sod was installed.  It is always a good idea to 
have at least one day of non-watering per week to help prevent fungus growth.  Your 
plants and shrubs are on drip irrigation and are on a separate station from the lawn.  
Maintain the grade around the building so that water drains away from the foundation. 

 
Foundation: Your house was built on a slab foundation.  These foundations consist of 
reinforced concrete that is poured on a prepared grade.  Concrete is a cement based product.  
Cracking is an inherent nature of a cement product.  A small amount of horizontal 
displacement cracking is to be expected.  Soil expansion related cracks usually appear as 
vertical displacement rather than horizontal cracks that stay in the same plane.  For slab 
foundation a small amount of moisture under the slab is beneficial because it keeps the soil 
from drying out and shrinking.   
 

Recommendations:  The finished grade along the foundation must have a minimum 
1/4” per 1 foot slope away from the foundation to allow for proper drainage.  Do not 
alter the finish grade.  It is recommended to use drip irrigation around the foundation for 
better water control.  This will eliminate any over-spray on the house or foundation. 

 
Walkways and Driveways:  CONCRETE WILL CRACK.  This is a fact that all homeowners and 
builders must realize.  Control joins have been placed in strategic areas to help control the 
cracking.  These cracks are to be considered normal.  The degree to which concrete cracks 
and the level of vertical separation is what determines whether the cracking is acceptable 
within industry standards.  There are many reasons concrete cracks and most are not of 
structural concern.  Concrete at times may appear blotchy in color.  Concrete dries, or cures, 
in a non-uniform manner.  Usually within 2 years the concrete color will appear more uniform. 
 

Recommendations: Do not plant trees too close to sidewalks or driveways.  As the 
tree roots could cause the concrete to crack or lift.  Do not undermine the concrete 
when installing irrigation sleeves, especially around the driveway.  If the non-uniform 
color is bothersome, brush the darker areas with a wire broom.  This allows the darker 
areas to equalize the color at a faster rate. 

 
Exterior Wood Beams and Posts:  It should be noted that exposed wood posts and beams 
are a natural material and are thus subject to splitting.  This is considered normal.  The typical 
material used for posts and beams meets the structural requirements, but not necessarily 
concerns regarding appearance.  We make an effort to select lumber graded for an exposed 
use.  It should also be noted that exposed lumber is subject to moisture and will expand and 
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contract due to moisture levels.  Some minor twisting is normal and generally does not create 
any potential structural problems. 
 

Recommendations: All exterior lumber should be inspected annually for any caulking 
separation or peeling of paint and should be immediately repaired by the homeowner to 
prevent future problems. 

 
Stucco: Stucco is a coating material that is applied to the exterior of the house.  It is applied in 
a two-coat process.  This method consists of a foam board applied to the studs or sheathing 
of the house frame.  Next, metal wire lath is stapled to the foam boards and wall.  A first coat of 
stucco is applied called a brown coat.  A finish—or color coat—is then applied after a couple 
weeks of curing time.  The thickness of the two-coat stucco is about 3/8” plus the thickness of 
the foam board. 
 
Why does stucco crack?  When homes are built, the wood framing materials contain up to 
19% moisture.  As the lumber dries, the wood shrinks, causing stress to the stucco system.  
As the house ages, components expand and contract at different rates, causing stress on the 
materials.  Expansion and contraction is an inherent characteristic of a wood structure.  When 
the building expand ands contracts during the settling period, stucco is certain to crack in 
predictable locations.  This should be expected and is considered normal. 
 
Stucco is not an elastic material.  Cracking is very common at the corners of the door and 
window frames.  Most cracks in stucco can be easily maintained by the homeowner.  A 
LaHabra stucco patch kit can be ordered through the local material yard at Pacific Supply Co. 
 
Stucco will retain water due to its porous nature.  The building paper behind the stucco acts as 
the moisture battier to prevent moisture from entering the house.  The rate that stucco dries 
will vary across the house. 
 
Weep screeds are metal strips that run along the bottom of the stucco wall below the 
foundation level.  They provide a way for the moisture that is trapped behind the stucco to exit 
at the bottom of the wall. 
 

Recommendations:  Keep irrigation water from spraying on the stucco.  Do not fasten 
objects to the walls that are not properly flashed.  Maintain a minimum 4” clearance 
from the finish grade to the weep screed.  Maintain a minimum slope of 1/4” per foot 
away from the house. 

 
Roof: Your roof consists of 30 year asphalt composition shingles.  Asphalt shingles have a 
grainy mineral surface.  Excessive mineral loss can cause the membrane to break down 
quicker.  They generally have a life span of 20-30 years.  Asphalt shingles have an 
underlayment of 15lb building paper (felt).  Penetrations in the roof system are flashed or 
counter flashed to provide protection from runoff water when it rains. 
 

Recommendations:  You should NOT install or fasten anything to the roof without a 
qualified roofing professional.  Limit the amount of walking on the roof.  Periodic 
maintenance of the roof system includes, cleaning of foreign debris, inspection sheet 
metal flashing for deteriorated sealant etc.  Your roof is protected by a limited lifetime 
warranty: please refer to warranty information. 
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Windows and Patio Doors: Your home is installed with MILGARD windows and patio doors.  
For as long as you own your own, your MILGARD windows and a doors are covered, including 
parts and labor.  Additional warranty and service information is provided in this Guide. 
 

Recommendations: Periodically inspect the weep holes on the exterior bottom rales to 
make certain they are clear of any dirt or debris.  The weep system allows for water to 
drain to the outside as it build up.  It’s normal for water to build up on the sill or outside 
track, which is why it is important to keep the sill or track clean of any dirt or debris.  
Your windows are protected by a lifetime warranty.  Please refer to additional warranty 
information in this guide. 

 
Garage Doors: Your garage door has been equipped with an automatic door opener.  The 
door is made of sectional panels that role up on tracks.  There is a sensor at the bottom of the 
door that detects motion while the door is in use.  If the sensor is crossed, the garage door will 
immediately stop, and proceed to the open position.   
 

Recommendations: These rollers should be lubed annually with a light-weight oil.  The 
owner is chain driven and the spring and chain should be greased annually.  Read and 
follow the instruction manual that is provided with the automatic door opener. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts:  Your home is furnished with a 5 1/2” refinished fascia rain gutter.  
Four large 3”x4” downspouts direct water from the gutter to the ground in a controlled manner.  
Downspouts may be connected to underground pipes to help divert most of the water away 
from the foundation and to the front of the property. 
 

Recommendations: Keep gutters free of debris and leaves.  Gutters should be cleaned 
annually and more frequently if mature trees are adjacent to the house.  If the house has 
one, flush out the underground pipe system with a garden hose prior to the start of the 
rainy season. 

 
Heating and Cooling:  Your home has a Heating and Cooling system.  The furnace is located 
in the attic and provides the heat, and the condenser is located outside the home and provides 
the cooling mechanism for your home.  You should inspect your A/C and Heating system 
before the start of each season.  Keep your A/C unit clear of obstructions and free of debris.  It 
is normal for water to drain out the condensate line when running the A/C.  If water is coming 
out of the secondary drain line that typically means the primary is clogged with debris.  A 
simple fix is to use a shop vacuum to clear out the line.   
 

Recommendations: Air filters should be cleaned or replaced twice a year to improve 
airflow and help reduce utility costs.  We recommend bi-annual maintenance to the 
system by a licensed HVAC contractor.  Understand how your thermostat operates.  
Turning your heat or air conditioning on and off or having a wide range of settings 
causes the system to use extra energy to return the room to a comfortable temperature.  
This leads to higher utility bills and excessive wear on the system.  Setting the air to a 
very low setting does not cool the home faster.  The same principle applies to heating. 

 
Fireplace:  If your home has a fireplace, it is installed with a Zero Clearance Direct Vent Gas 
Fireplace.  The flue is directed up through the attic and terminates out the roof.  When new, it is 
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typical for the fireplace to give off an odor.  These odors can last upwards of 40 hours of burn 
time.  Keep burning to a minimum of 4 hours per use until odor dissipates. 
 

Recommendations:  Follow all maintenance recommendations as outlined in your 
fireplace manual.  If the glass becomes cloudy you can clean it using a gas fireplace 
glass cleaner, never use an abrasive.  Make a periodic check of burner for proper 
position and condition.  Visually check the flame burner making sure the flames are 
steady, not lifting or floating.  Perform a visual inspection of the venting system semi-
annually.  Check for any signs of corrosion, rust, or excessive moisture.  Call a qualified 
technician if you see these and discontinue use. 

 
Interior Doors and Door Hardware:  Your house has been installed with hollow core pre-hung 
doors.  The house to the garage door has 2 self closing hinges, one at the top and bottom, that 
can be adjusted by using a small allen wrench.  A proper functioning door will close lightly on 
its own, instead of slamming shut.  All exterior doors have both a deadbolt. 
 

Recommendations:  Do not hang anything heavy on doors and doorknobs.  This can 
pull the hinges out of adjustment and affect the the door swing.  Humidity changes can 
temporarily impair the door swing, this is normal.  In high humidity areas—baths and 
laundry rooms—regularly use the mechanical ventilation while rooms are in use and 
regularly air out rooms that have windows.  Operate the doors in a normal fashion and 
do not slam doors back and forth. 

 
Fire Sprinklers: Your home has been equipped with a Residential Fire Sprinkler System.  Your 
system shut off valve is located at the main water meter shutoff; typically located behind 
sidewalk on the side of the house your riser is located.  The riser is commonly located in the 
garage but may be located on an exterior wall on the other side of the property.  Each head is 
designed to activate individually.  Do not hang anything from the heads.  Please refer to 
Owner’s manual provided. 
 

Recommendations: Regularly check your sprinkler heads and cover plates and make 
sure they haven’t been painted over, which will interfere with their operation, or blocked 
by a tack of boxes or shelves.  The cover plates will not be flush to the ceiling, they are 
designed this way, in order to allow heat to enter and the sprinkler to do what it was 
designed to do. 

 
 
Whole House Fan: If your house is installed with a whole house fan, it is installed with a Quiet 
Cool Trident Pro.  The fan is a self-contained duct system that hangs in the attic to help 
neutralize any noise vibrations that was typical of older fan systems.  It comes with an 
insulated damper system ensuring a minimum amount of heat/cool loss between the home and 
the attic.   
 

Recommendations:  On normal Summer days, once it is 80 degrees or less, run your 
whole house fan on high for at least 1 hour to cool the attic.  This will cool the attic 
down to outdoor temperature so your A/C system will not have to fight the broiler effect 
of a 140 degree attic all night.  Then, run on low for 8 hours and sleep with a few safe 
windows open so the house is precooked before a warm day.  Never run the A/C at the 
same time as the whole house fan.
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Operation and Maintenance Information 
 
This property and structure require periodic maintenance of the grounds, equipment and 
appliances. 
 
Manufacturer installation, operation and maintenance instructions shall be followed for all 
equipment and appliances. 
 
Manuals included in this handbook include: 
 
(1) Refrigerator, stove/range, dishwasher, and microwave. 
(2) HVAC System 
(3) Water Heater 
(4) Smoke Detectors 
(5) Carbon Monoxide Detectors 
(6) Whole House Fan 
(7) Landscape Irrigation System 
(8) Fire Sprinkler System 
(9) Garage Door Opener 
(10)   Lights and Ceiling Fans 
(11)   Fireplace 
(12)   Plumbing Fixtures 
 
 
Portions of this property will require routine maintenance for which 
there may not be a specific manual. 
 
Grading:  The grading around the building is sloped away from the structure to direct the flow 
of water away from the building.  It is important that the homeowner maintain this grade or 
swale to protect the building from moisture.  Routine inspection after any landscaping, 
construction or storm event is necessary so the grade or swale directs the flow of water away 
from the condition and out to the storm sewer systems. 
 
Gutters:  The gutters and downspouts will need periodic maintenance to ensure proper 
function.  Gutters and downspouts should be inspected and cleaned annually at a minimum.  
When leaves and debris drop into gutters, this will inhibit the flow of water and possibly clog 
downspouts.  The downspouts should direct water away from the foundation.  In some cases, 
the downspouts are connected to a subsurface drain system.  These draining pipes, typically 
3-4” in diameter, should be cleaned out annually. 
 
Irrigation: Inspect the landscape irrigation system routinely for leaking or broken heads.  Adjust 
the amount of watering as needed. 
 
Relative Humidity (RH): RH is the person of moisture in the air compared to the maximum 
amount of moisture the air can hold at the same condition.  Warm air will hold more moisture 
than cold air.  A healthy comfortable dwelling is usually between 30-60% RH although certain 
health conditions may dictate benefits at either the higher or lower ranges.  Using exhaust fans 
in the bathrooms and kitchen can remove much of the moisture from moisture prone areas.  
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Having a humidistat connected to an exhaust fan is an effective way to control RH.  Another 
benefit to using kitchen and bathroom fans help with the removal of odors and pollutants.  
These fans can be a part of an active whole house ventilation system for the entire house and 
help reduce humidity levels.
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Maintenance Checklist 
 
Proper Maintenance will extend the life of your new home and help increase its value.  In 
addition to specific manufacturer instructions for maintenance and service, the following 
checklist will assist in setting a maintenance schedule for your home. 
 
WEEKLY 
 
• Survey the property, check overall condition. 
• Check landscape irrigation system for leaks and broken heads. 
• Check lighting for burned out bulbs. 
 
MONTHLY 
 
• Check exterior drainage for swales. 
• Check exhaust fan dampers for correct operation. 
• Dust off and test smoke and carbon monoxide detectors for operation. 
• Check plumbing for leaks (baths, showers, sinks, faucets, dishwasher, laundry hookups, 

water heater, toilets and any other plumbing). 
• Check plants and shrubs—trim to avoid contact with house. 
• Check irrigation sprinklers and adjust as necessary—avoid water spray on building and 

ensure uniform coverage. 
• Test ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) outlets for proper operation. 
 
SEMI-ANNUALLY 
 
• Change return air filters. 
• Check outdoor AC condenser unit for obstructions and/or debris. 
• Check clothes dryer vent pipe and remove any lint. 
• Check all painted surfaces. 
• Check all interior and exterior caulking in addition to the weather stripping. 
• Check house for evidence of termites and other pests. 
 
ANNUALLY 
 
• Drain water heater to remove sediment. 
• Clean out roof gutters and downspouts (typically before the rainy season) 
• Check roof vents for obstructions. 
• Inspect roof for broker or missing shingles (avoid walking directly on roof, inspect from ladder 

on the ground). 
• Trim trees and shrubs to avoid contact with house. 
• Check condensate drain lines for blockage. 
• Inspect garage door system, adjust and lubricate as necessary. 
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Receipt of Warranty Protocol Handbook 
 
 
Buyer acknowledges: 
 

(1) Receipt of this warranty protocol handbook.   
(2) Understanding of the Walk Through Inspection process during the New Home 

Orientation. 
(3) Understanding of the “90 day list” versus “12 month list” and what items are and are 

not covered on these lists.  
(4) Understanding that we will do all repairs to national home building industry standards. 

 
 
 
Date _____________  _____________________________  ______________________________ 
 (Buyer’s Signature) (Buyer’s Printed Name) 
 
 
Date _____________  _____________________________  ______________________________ 
 (Buyer’s Signature) (Buyer’s Printed Name) 
 
 

 
 
 


